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Apple unveils iPhone 7 with no headphone jack
Th e A s s o c i at e d P r e s s

The wire future looms

SAN FRANCISCO — Apple’s latest iPhone may be
more notable for what’s
missing from previous models than what’s being added.
The iPhone 7 and 7 Plus unveiled Wednesday won’t have
an analog headphone jack — a
longtime staple in just about
every consumer electronics
device that can play audio.
In doing so, Apple is betting that its legions of loyal
fans will embrace the shift to
wireless headphones. Or, if
they insist on sticking with
their old ways, that they won’t
mind using earbuds that plug
into the iPhone’s power port,
or older headsets in conjunction with a new adapter.
The redesigned earbuds,
with cord, will be included
with the new iPhones. Also
in the box: an adapter consisting of two plugs connected by
a short length of cable, which
will connect older headphones
to the charging port.

But Apple is trying to push
consumers to cut the cord
with their headphones and
make the leap into what it envisions as a “wireless future.”
“The reason to move on is
courage,” said Philip Schiller,
Apple’s senior vice president
of worldwide marketing. “The
courage to move on and do
something new that will beneﬁt all of us.”
As part of the transition,
Apple also is introducing wireless AirPods that will sell for
$160.
Getting rid of the 3.5 millimeter headphone jack helped
Apple make its new iPhone
slimmer, boost its battery
lifetime and add other improvements, including stereo
speakers and a sharper camera. The iPhone 7 is also water
resistant, a popular feature
that rivals such as Samsung
Electronics already have been
offering.
Apple is trying to reverse
its first decline in iPhone

sales since the company’s
late founder, Steve Jobs, unveiled the trendsetting device
in 2007.
Apple sold about 92 million
iPhones during the first six
months of this year, or about
15 percent fewer than the
same period last year. Industry analysts blame the downturn on last fall’s uninspiring
rollout of the iPhone 6S and
6S Plus, neither of which included enough compelling
feature to persuade consumers to replace their phones.

Been there, done that
Now the iPhone 7 and 7
Plus may be plagued by the
same syndrome.
Phone advances from
Apple, Samsung and other
smartphone makers in recent
years are becoming so runof-the-mill that BGC analyst
Colin Gillis said the industry
is gradually losing its ability
to dazzle consumers. That’s
something Jobs was famous
for whenever he showed off

new products.
In a Wednesday research
note, Gillis predicted that
shopping for a new smartphones is becoming “like buying a microwave: something
people do, but not a major
event.” He believes Apple’s
iPhone sales could decline by 5
percent during the next year.
If that happens, it will
be bad news for Apple, the
world’s most valuable company. It relies on the iPhone
for two-thirds of its revenue,
partly because the company
hasn’t been able to come up
with another breakthrough
innovation under the leadership of CEO Tim Cook, Jobs’
hand-picked successor.
Investors weren’t very enthused about what they saw
Wednesday. Apple’s stock
shed 29 cents to $107.41 in
late afternoon trading.

dramatic changes to the i
Phone next fall to herald the
10-year anniversary of the
ﬁrst model.
The most significant upgrades to this year’s models
include a faster processor and
a better camera, upgrades that
Apple typically makes every
year. The more expensive and
larger iPhone 7 Plus boasts
the biggest change, with two
digital camera lenses. One will
be for wide-angle views and
the other will have telephoto
capabilities, which Apple said
will zoom in by up to 10 times
while still providing the same
clarity as a shot on the standard distance setting.
The new iPhones will debut
Sept. 16 in the U.S. Orders will
start Friday.
The phones will offer more
storage than earlier models.
Apple is taking a cue from rival phone makers and offering
Better camera
its starter model with 32 gigaPiper Jaffray’s Gene Mun- bytes of storage. It’s still priced
ster is among the industry at $650 for the iPhone 7 and
analysts predicting more $770 for the Plus model.

‘Between fun and getting things done’
Award-winning Good
Life Financial Group’s
“three Ps,” said cofounder, are plan,
process and people.
By David A. Kostival
Reading Eagle correspondent

When faced with the daunting task of starting a business
from the ground up, a Spring
Township financial adviser
told local business owners
that one of her objectives
was to create a fun, yet serious, work environment.
Courtnie Nein, co-founder
and owner of the Good Life Financial Group, addressed the
Greater Reading Chamber of
Commerce & Industry’s September business-at-breakfast
meeting Wednesday morning at the Abraham Lincoln
hotel.
Nein was asked to speak because her business was chosen
as the Top Emerging Entrepreneurial Award winner in
June as part of the chamber’s
11th annual celebration of entrepreneurial excellence.
“We tried to ﬁnd that happy
balance between having fun
and getting things done,” Nein
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said. “We thought about the “We tried to ﬁnd that happy balance between having fun and getting things done,” said Courtnie Nein, co-founder of the Good Life
type of environment in which Financial Group, during a chamber breakfast at the Abe Lincoln hotel.
we wanted to work.”
and at the same time adds revthen implement a process ment.
Good Life
Founded in 2012
around that plan,” Nein said. “You have to know your enue to our own ﬁrm.”
Financial Group
The company hired a busi“And you have to ﬁnd the right numbers in order to make
Nein founded her company
people to execute the process. better business decisions,” ness development officer to
along with business partner
Co-founders and ownIn order to do that you have to she said. “You also need to recruit advisers around the
Conor Delaney in 2012.
ers: Conor Delaney and
identify the traits needed to have a purpose and love what country.
The duo has grown the busiCourtnie Nein
Good Life has about 40 adexecute what you are doing.” you do.”
ness from 200 clients in their
Opened: 2012
In addition, Nein said the
Nein said she and Delaney visers in 22 offices around the
ﬁrst year to more than 15,000
Location: 30 Commerce
implementation of a success- are always looking for new, country, including California
clients around the country,
Drive, Spring Township
ful process must be repeat- creative ways to increase and Arizona.
and from one employee to
Number of employees: 25
“This has been a great way
able.
revenue.
25 in the Spring Township
Phone: 610-898-6927
“Another strategy for growth
One such innovation was to extend our independent
office.
Website: www.goodlifefg.
is to take time away from busi- to create a virtual-assistant ﬁnancial advice,” Nein said.
“Employees don’t like to
com
Looking out ﬁve years, Nein
ness to work on the business,” program for advisers who othbe micromanaged,” she said.
she said.
erwise had to hire a full time said the goal will be to bring
“We tell them to never come
the number of advisers to
assistant.
Nein said the strategy in
to us with a problem unless
“Our advisers can tap into 500.
they already have three pos- growing the business has been Areas for improvement
sible solutions. The culture based on her philosophy of
Nein explained that on ev- the program for a few hun- “That will be the sweet spot
we created was for them to “three Ps”: plan, process and ery Monday, the key staff have dred dollars a month,” Nein for us,” she said.
be happy and have a good life people.
a meeting to go over revenues said. “That eliminates the Contact David A. Kostival: money@
“You have to have a plan, but and look at areas for improve- need for a full-time employee, readingeagle.com.
when coming to work.”
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No, your credit
score will not
keep you from
getting a job

Y

our credit history impacts so much of your
ﬁnancial life.
The information in your
credit file can affect your
ability to get the best interest rate on a loan. It can be
used to generate an insurance
credit score that, along with
other information, can impact
what you pay for auto or home
insurance. It matters when
renting a place to live.
And you’ve probably heard
or read that a bad credit history might cost you a job.
But on this last point, some
clariﬁcation is needed.
Employers have to ﬁrst get
permission to view your credit
history. If you grant them access, they get a dressed-down
version of the record lenders
typically see. And most importantly, the report does not
include your credit score.
So it’s your history, not your
score, that could impact getting a job.
The ﬁles the credit bureaus
keep on you contain a record
of how you’ve handled your
debts and bill paying. This information is used to generate
credit scores, which are used
to measure how much of a ﬁnancial risk you may be.
Concern about the use of
people’s credit history ramped
up after a 2012 report by the
Society for Human Resource
Management. It stated correctly that, in some hiring
decisions, employers were
taking people’s credit report
into account. Credit report
and credit score are often
interchanged, and thus the
myth was proliferated.
So, to be clear, an employer does not get your credit
score.
“Credit scores are not used
for employment-screening
purposes,” said Can Arkali,
principal scientist for FICO.
SHRM found that the top
two reasons employers want
to see a credit report is to prevent theft and to reduce legal
liability for negligent hiring.
Employers also pull the history to comply with state laws
requiring a background check
for certain positions.
“The report gives employers insight into your personal
money management habits
and overall ﬁnancial well-being, which helps them manage
risk to the company,” said Rod
Griffin, director of public education for Experian. Experian’s
employer report withholds information that is irrelevant to
hiring decisions, Griffin said.
Even if you have a bad credit
history, an overwhelming majority of employers said they
allow candidates to explain
their ﬁnancial situation before
a hiring decision is made, according to the SHRM report.

Contact Michelle Singletary: michelle.
singletary@washpost.com or c/o The
Washington Post, 1150 15th St. NW,
Washington, DC 20071.

